Earth Reel Film Making Workshop
May 21 - 26, 2018
Venue: Sakhawat Memorial Girls Govt. High School
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ife is an adventure. Adventure
tacitly assumes the risk of the
unknown and joy resides in surmounting over it. I was never of the
opinion that it is necessary to make
a film just to accentuate or connote
your thoughts on cinema. But then
I decided to take up the dare mainly because I wanted to escapade the
approach of film-making. Thanks
to Bichitra Pathshala and Subha
Das Mollick , A media teacher and
a documentary filmmaker; Secretary, Bichitra Pathshala for providing me with the golden opportunity of doing my first summer
internship due to which I ended
up learning more about cinema by
trying to make a short film. This

particular film making workshop
was fundamentally based on the use
and abuse of Plastics and it started
on the 21st of May with a special
session taken by Mr. R.C Saxena,
Regional Director, Central Pollution
Control Board. There was no titular
inaugural ceremony held. It began
with an ice breaking session. There
were two boxes of broken plastics
constituents. Each enrollee had to
pick one object at random, closing
his/ her eyes. After that each one had
to come up and acquaint himself/
herself and speak something related
to the constituent,some cognitive
content or memory or poem triggered by the object. The objects were
stuffs like a broken leg of a doll or

a stuffed toy made of plastic or a
necklace made of plastic beads or
even used polythene bags. It was
a six days workshop starting from
the 21st of May till the 26th of May
at Sakhawat Memorial Government Girls High School. The impetus of the workshop was to give
the students a hand on experience
in film making and help them use
film as a contrivance for spreading
their concerns about the environment among their peers.

The workshop participants

The organisations and schools
which were a part of this workshop were Sakhawat Memorial
Government Girls High School,
Jadavpur Vidyapith, Disha Foundation, Ektara Foundation, Jadavpur N.K Pal Adarsha Vidyapith,
Sahay Foundation, Santoshpur
Rishi Aurobindo Balika Vidyalaya. Altogether 38 students
participated in the workshop.
Among the resource persons
on Day-1 were Mrs. Subha Das
Mollick, a media teacher and a
documentary film maker and
Mr.S.Shankar, artist, illustrator, designer, photographer and
teacher of visual communication
at The Heritage School. Mrs. Das
Mollick taught the students about
types of films and various styles;
challenges of each style, options
for the moving image: Enactment
vs documentary; live action vs
animation. She also gave us some
guidelines for film-making during the workshop.
Later in the day, Mr. Shankar
spoke about the need for visual
thinking and developing a story
board of one’s thoughts.

The whole class listening to the basics of film making

Shri R.C Saxena
Regional
Director,Central
Pollution
Control Board

After this, the students were
divided into six groups. On the
subsequent days they sat in their
groups and carried out the small
hands on exercises given to them.
Day-2-Shubham Paul, a photographer,videographer and a
teacher who along with Mrs.
Subha Das Mollick vindicated the
magic of cinema & elements of
visual language. Shubham Paul
familiarized the students with
the video camera , splintering up
a complicated action into shots.
Small assignments were given
with the video camera Each
group was asked to do a story

Subha Das Mollick initiates the students into film making.

on “Lost and found” with 12 to 15
shots. Each student in the group
was asked to take at least two shots
that would help in developing the
story.

explained about the action axis and
different types of continuities that have
to be maintained during shooting. She
gave them a paper exercise of breaking
an action into 10 to 12 shots.

After this exercise the groups
previewed and critiqued the rushes
under the guidance of Shubham
Paul.

After lunch the discussion moved on
to sound recording. Mrs. Das Mollick
explained the contribution of sound
to audio visual language and drew the
students’ attention to the types of sound
one hears on the sound track and how
each sound element enriches the narrative.

Day 3 was dedicated to editing
and sound recording. Subha Das
Mollick explained why an action
is usually broken up into shots
and how these shots can be joined
through different types of “cuts”.
She explained that for the cuts to
be seamless, a continuity system
of editing had to be followed. She

Nilanjan Banerjee

Shubham Paul showed the various types
of microphones and their uses. After
this, each group did a small exercise of
recording sound effects. The recorded
sound effects were later reviewed under

the guidance of Shubham Paul.
The Day-4 commenced with
televising of the film Kolkata
2070 followed by an energetic
discussion on the film. After
this Shubham Paul familiarized everybody with the editing
software and edited one group’s
rushes of the “Lost and Found”
exercise. Everybody contributed
to the collective editing process.
After lunch the groups started
brain storming on the films they
would make as their final exercise. Each group had to get the
idea and the shooting plan approved. Each group had to assign
a director and other crew mem-

Shubham Paul

Suman Majumder

Mentors of the six groups
Adnan Shakin Farukh

S. Shankar

Anushree Pradhan

bers. Each group had a unique
idea and unique approach to the
subject. In some of the groups, the
mentors joined in to help with the
ideation.

The workshop helped all
participants to understand the power of the
audio visual medium
and give them a hands
on experience in creating
audio visual content from
the germ of an idea to the
finished product.

The Day-5 started with groups
going out for shoot and get the
rushes ready. Each group was
accompanied by a mentor. While
two groups went outdoor for
shooting, four groups stayed back
in the school premises and completed their shooting within the
premises.
The concluding day that is Day-6
went away editing the films and
taking an export and the final
output-six short films on plastic
– each 2 to 3 minutes long. The
mentors who helped the groups
were:
Sayantan Mukherjee: A writer,
video editor and a student of Film
Studies at Jadavpur University.
Aaditya Dalmia: A videographer
and a student of cinematography
at L.V Prasad Academy.
Anushree Pradhan: An editor,
a student of Media Science at
iLEAD Institute and a specialist in
‘explainer videos’.
Nilanjan Banerjee: A student of
literature, travel enthusiast and
lifelong learner with unending curiosity interested in telling stories
via any means accessible.
Adnan Shakil Farrukh: A vlogger,
film maker and an experimental
cinematographer.
Suman Majumder: By profession a teacher of life sciences at a
Govt. aided school; by passion a
photographer, a travel writer and
believer in the use of audio visuals
as a teaching learning material.
S. Shankar: Photographer, illustrator, editor, designer and teacher at
The Heritage School
By 4 pm on day 6, the films were
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ready. After a short tea break the
closing ceremony started. Parents,
teachers, heads of institutions and
members of Bichitra Pathshala were
present among the audience. Each
film was loudly applauded and also
critiqued by the peer groups and
experts. At the end, the certificates
were awarded by Mrs. Devika Kar
and other members of Bichitra Pathshala. Having achieved the impossible task of finishing six films in six
days, there was a smile in every face
and joy in every heart.

Participants
receiving
certificates at the
end of the
workshop

